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Abstract: 
 
Natural and man-made hazards are often associated with very costly damages to civil 
infrastructure systems, such as bridges, levees, dams, buried pipes and buildings of all types. The 
lack of high-quality field and/or lab data of soil response have eluded researchers and 
practitioners until recently. Recent advancements in remote sensing technology and physical 
modeling are leading to a new reality for health assessment of soil-structure systems. New and 
less expensive sensing technologies have enabled the development of innovative instrumentation 
and advanced interactive modeling tools. These tools, combined with recent advances in 
information technology, including Satellite imagery, wireless sensor networking and visualization, 
promise significant improvements in real-time monitoring of urban construction, sensor-assisted 
design and early warning of impending failure. The presentation will focus on following: a newly 
developed wireless Shape-Acceleration Array (SAA) sensor that measures multi-directional 
deformation and acceleration profiles; satellite-based interferometric synthetic aperture radar 
(InSAR) measurements; and health assessment framework that provides a comprehensive multi-
scale monitoring and analysis for critical infrastructure. This framework relies on long-term 
continuous monitoring techniques that are minimally intrusive. The planned system would provide 
a long-term and continuous assessment of the health of soil-structure systems, allowing stake 
holders to prioritize repairs and rehabilitation efforts and assess the effectiveness of those efforts 
before a serious failure occurs. 
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